Learn More: The New Climate Bill's Ripple Effect on Oceans

On August 7, 2022, the Senate passed the Inflation Reduction Act and reminded us that more action is needed. Jason Scorse and David Helvarg discuss the ocean's role in absorbing over 90% of the heat generated by the burning of fossil fuels. If not for the oceans, the earth's average temperature would rise from 57 degrees to 122 degrees.

Follow-up: The White House Ocean Climate Action Plan

A BIG WIN for Ocean Climate Action!

On August 12, 2022, the House of Representatives followed suit. While not perfect, the bill is the best hope we have to address climate change now. It includes a $5 billion investment in climate and climate change programs over the next ten years. On August 12, 2022, the House of Representatives passed the Inflation Reduction Act and reminded us that more action is needed. Jason Scorse and David Helvarg discuss the ocean’s role in absorbing over 90% of the heat generated by the burning of fossil fuels. If not for the oceans, the earth's average temperature would rise from 57 degrees to 122 degrees.

Learn More: Virtual Reality to the Rescue

The hidden landscape: Maritime cultural heritage of Cleveland. Dr. Juliano Calil, CBE Senior Fellow, shares how checking job boards, taking advantage of the Center for the Blue Economy Summer Fellowship and working the MIIS network led to her current job.

Learn More: 2022 CBE Summer Fellows

Virtual Reality to the Rescue

Families and children can safely navigate the underpass that will help wildlife to avoid Highway 17 in Santa Cruz, CA and “Reimagining the Forest City,” a 3D animation, visualizing a cooler Cleveland.

Learn More: 2022 CBE Summer Fellows

Carbon dioxide removal, and the connection between climate change and human rights. The hidden landscape: Maritime cultural heritage of Cleveland. Dr. Juliano Calil, CBE Senior Fellow, shares how checking job boards, taking advantage of the Center for the Blue Economy Summer Fellowship and working the MIIS network led to her current job.

Learn More: 2022 CBE Summer Fellows

The fall 2022 Center for the Blue Economy Speaker Series is taking shape, featuring many alumni from the past 10 years. Tuesdays, 6-7pm. The fall 2022 Center for the Blue Economy Speaker Series is taking shape, featuring many alumni from the past 10 years. Tuesdays, 6-7pm.

Learn More: 2022 CBE Summer Fellows

Stay Connected on Twitter @CBE_MIIS, Facebook @CenterForTheBlueEconomy